urGoals?
urProﬁts?
urBusiness?
urCloud.

urCloud. ur answer to frustration-free IT.
Clouds are the new “it” in IT. Rather than spending
the time and money to service and upkeep applications
on every desktop, companies rely on “clouds” on
Internet servers to house their applications, supply
network capabilities and store ﬁles. The challenge with
these virtual clouds is the fact that they reside on the
Internet. What happens if the Internet goes down?
Your business goes down, too. Who do you call if you
have a problem? Good luck contacting an Internet
supplier. And what about security issues? Having all
your information exist virtually creates the possibility
of privacy and security problems.

urCloud is a better cloud. synergIT
takes the concept of the virtual cloud and puts it onsite,
right in your ofﬁce. It’s your own private cloud, with
no worries about Internet security, performance
or downtime.

Gain control.

Get out of the IT business and
into your business. With urCloud from synergIT, you no
longer have to be burdened with the distractions and
frustrations of IT administration, back-ups, hardware or
access issues. synergIT handles it all. urCloud comes
with 24/7 proactive monitoring. That means if there’s
an IT problem, we manage and ﬁx it – usually before
you even know it. It’s all done remotely. No phone calls.
No downtime. No waiting. Plus, unlike other cloud
computing solutions, urCloud is developed speciﬁcally
for your company, with no reliance on shared networks
or Internet security. What’s more, you have total control
of what goes into urCloud. Employees will no longer
be able to take up vital storage space and decrease
productivity by downloading software and applications.
All software and resources reside in urCloud, and only
you decide what goes in.

Save time and money. For one ﬂat fee
per month, urCloud offers a complete IT solution.

There are no upfront costs or capital expenditures. And
you may never have to buy another PC or laptop again.
synergIT will supply you with the hardware you need.
With no hard drives or moving parts, the “thin clients”
we use to replace desktop computers last longer and
are a greener solution – using less electricity and saving
you money. Plus, time-consuming software upgrades
are handled automatically. Better yet, implementation is
easy and minimally disruptive.

Increase productivity.

With urCloud, your
employees can access their desktops, and all their
applications, regardless of their physical location from
a remote PC, laptop or mobile device. This great new
solution allows for increased collaboration, seamless
communication and makes sharing information faster
and easier.

Relax. With urCloud, off-site back-up is included in
the service. So if there’s ever a disaster like a ﬁre or
ﬂood, your information is safe. Better yet, we can
have you up and running in hours rather than days.
Of course, peace of mind also comes from having
manageable and predictable fees, and 24/7 monitoring
and support. Perhaps most importantly, you get the
world-class experts at synergIT, a team with over 25
years of experience at taking complex systems and
deploying them properly. We’re the pros who will
manage and monitor urCloud. And although no
one knows the technology better, we also know the
importance of understanding your business and
providing solutions that ﬁt your goals and objectives.

Find out more.

What do we see in urCloud?
We see the end of all your IT frustrations, and the
beginning of a more productive way to work. Contact
us today to ﬁnd out more. Call 412.366.5811, or
visit urCloudIT.com.

